College Authorizes Peace Rally; Dean Cancels Classes Nov. 8th

Beavers Fall Before Jasper Attack, 65-0

10,000 Watch Manhattan Backs Run Wild at Ebbets Field

By Artie Hauer

A hopelessly outclassed City College football team went down to a smashing defeat at the hands of a powerful Manhattan College team before two thousand stunned spectators at Ebbets Field last Saturday. It was the greatest victory ever received by a Friedman-coached Beaver eleven.

Fighting desperately all the way, the heavily outweighed Beaver line was ripped to shreds time and again by the huge, hardcharging Jasper forward wall. Attempting to utilize some of their best plays, in which Friedman coached them all last week, the Beaver backs never got started. The Manhattan linemen were charging through with the ball all day, and it was impossible for both Andrews and Schlender to get off any well-timed passes with any degree of accuracy. As a result, the Beaver backs complete no more than five passes out of fifteen attempts for a total gain of 9.5 yards.

Pasee Fall

This tells the story of the game as far as City was concerned. Coach Friedman knew beforehand that it would be practically impossible to gain through the Jasper line, against which three teams in Holy Cross and Louisiana State could make no appreciable headway. On the other hand, the Meanmen had shown themselves to be weak on pass defense all season. Thus, the Beavers' only hope for victory was through the air. When their passing attack was smeared by the unstoppable Jasper forward wall, all their

Sigma Alpha Applications Must Be in November 8th

Applications for Sigma Alpha, sophomoric honorary society of the School of Business, should be submitted to Albert Abramson in room 830 by Friday, November 8th.

All lower juniors or those who have completed two years' work at City are eligible for election to membership. Applications should contain a list of extra-curricular activities.

Benny Friedman Speaks At '39 Chapel, Thursday

Benny Friedman, football coach, will speak at first chapel this Thursday at 12 o'clock. Upperclassmen are invited to attend, but must sit in the balcony in 4N.

At the last chapel, the lower class was heard by Mr. Robert Taylor, who, the omission of some important points pertaining to the curriculum.

After explaining the conditions leading to the several degrees offered at this center, Mr. Taylor described the requirements of the School.

A proposal to present a resolution to the various student societies and councils in the school urging the readmission of women to the School of Business was presented by Mildred Grossman '37, girls' club president, at an open meeting of the Council Tuesday afternoon. Upon being informed of the proposal, the various societies are planning to present it to the Board of Higher Education.

Dr. Iva Luther Powers, women's president of the American Economic Association and former dean of Syracuse University, will address the forum at Thursday. She declared that the proposal of the Council will be presented to the Board of Higher Education.

Between the names of the game, men of both teams will engage in an exhibition of footwork. Among the notable slated to attend are Nat Halman, varsity court coach, and Benny Friedman, avowed gridiron mentor. Referees of the game will be Ralph Liberti and Mr. John Horner, members of the Hygiene Department.

Girls Plan Drive At Re-entrty Forum

An athletic show, unlike any previously presented, will be sponsored Friday evening, November 14th, p.m. by the Interclass Athletic Council.

An estimated crowd of 600 will witness the exhibition of basketball when the new Day Session Commerce and Economics Student Commerce Square in the first week of the season.

Tickets will be sold at the usual price wih the "U" book and 25 cents for others.

Seymour Scheniederman, who was captured from the captivity of the City College jayvee to the position of outside back, will get together with "Ace" Cohen of the newly-renamed basketball team to form an unbeatable combination on the offense. Sidney Katz and Hash Kohn, two members of the varsity, will alternate with Bernard Fleigel, Danny Banko, Morris Fishman, Lenny Alpert, Seymour Weinstein, and Ralph Liberti to make an all-star backfield.

In the discussion of the proposal to present a resolution providing for genuine neutrality legislation, the attendance of Albert Abrams, Louis Sopher, and Jack Kahil, president, vice-president, and secretary of the student council, respectively, and Alfred M. Stein, managing editor of The Ticker, as representatives of the Student Council, at the pending assembly, November 8th.

S. C. Backs Move On "Oxford Pledge"

"I refuse to support the government of the United States in any war it may undertake." These words, the famous "Oxford Pledge," as presented in the resolutions that the Student Council, at its meeting last Friday, requested Dean Moore to introduce to the student body at the Peace Mobilization, November 8th.

An estimated crowd of 800 will witness an exhibition of basketball when the new Day Session Commerce and Economics Student Commerce Square in the first week of the season.

In the discussion of the proposal to present a resolution providing for genuine neutrality legislation, the attendance of Albert Abrams, Louis Sopher, and Jack Kahil, president, vice-president, and secretary of the student council, respectively, and Alfred M. Stein, managing editor of The Ticker, as representatives of the Student Council, at the pending assembly, November 8th.

A proposal to present a resolution providing for genuine neutrality legislation was introduced. A proposal to present a resolution providing for genuine neutrality legislation was introduced.

"Teacher and Worker" Charges Dean

Spent Extra $20,000 For Machines

According to the October issue of the "Teacher and Worker," monthly publication of the Community Union of Teachers and other employees in City College, Dean Justin H. Moore has spent approximately $20,000 for the use of the tabulating machines. According to the October issue of the "Teacher and Worker," monthly publication of the Community Union of Teachers and other employees in City College, Dean Justin H. Moore has spent approximately $20,000 for the use of the tabulating machines.

When questioned about this, Mr. Herbert Arkin, in charge of the machines, said that they were donated to the college by President Campbell of the International Business Machine Company, three years ago when Dean Moore took office.

In urging an open investigation into the "Teacher and Worker" asserts that since it is rumored that the rental of these machines is impossible—any agreement reached with the organ, as "running around during exam time like a Greek fury."
Mobilization Approved; Dean Cancels Classes

Administration Set; Proceeds by Cooperating With
Numismatics, Modern Page; Government; Moore to Provide at Assembly

S. C. Funds Taken For Nov. 16 Dance

In opening the fall social scene, all new social activities will be announced by the Student Assembly, which will make all its announcements on Friday for the benefit of all students.

In the Terrace Room of the Island, the Student Assembly will make its announcements on Friday evening.

Law Society Heats Speech By Prosecutor

The multi-national history show of the law society will be presented in afternoon.

The show will feature a number of two-act plays and will be presented on Friday evening.
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Correspondence

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to a recent article in the New York Times, "The Literary World in Crisis," which discusses the decline of literature and the rise of popular culture. The article suggests that literature is dying and that we should give up on reading it. I disagree entirely with this viewpoint.

Literature is not just a form of entertainment; it is a reflection of our world and our experiences. It helps us to understand ourselves and each other. It teaches us about history, philosophy, and morality. It is a way of preserving our culture and passing it on to future generations.

I urge everyone to continue to read and support literature. Libraries and bookstores need our support to continue to provide us with access to books and other literary materials. Let's not give up on reading and let's not let literature disappear.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]